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F r decades the US Central Illtelligence Agency (CIA) has coveted global domina
tion, not with the consent of the AmericllD people but rather by directing the actions 
of the American President as a child pulls the strings of a limp puppet. The term 

'New World Order' was coined back in the late -sixties by the CIA, not by a democratically 
elected leader of the American people. With'the collapse of the USSR, the CIA saw its 
chance and pushed for global domination by manipulation of world oil resources. Its 
prime objective of developing the vast but little-known oil reserves in the British-domi
nated Falkland Islands had! been frustrated since the early 1980s by oil prices too low to 
finance expensive Falklands exploration. Intending to 'bounce' oil prices high enough by 
forcibly reducing Middle East oil production, all the CIA needed was an excuse, which 
was 'miraculously' provided! in 1990 by President Hussein of Iraq. 

As American Ambassador to the United Nations and the Bush Administration's champi
on for compulsory US democracy, Thomas Reeve Pickering cut a dashing figure. Tall 
and urbane, he looked the perfect statesman as he hurled vitriolic remarks at the countries 
of the Middle East. There is little doubt that after sustained exposure, most television 
viewers believed Pickering's carefully structured UN presentations. 

Enter 'Thomas Reeve Pickering' into any counter-intelligence computer and the 
machine groans with agony as it struggles to flood the screen with an overwhelming mass 
of data. Tanzania? Jordan? Washington's war on Nicaragua? Pickering was around for 
all of them and many more. He was even in Ell Salvador during the period the CIA super
vised Ute 'Death Squads' responsible for the torture., assassinat.ion an.d disappearance of 
more innocent people than could be counted. 

It is ,possible, thO]lgh unlikely, that the numbers who died in HI Salvador might have 
exceeded those who died at the hands of the Shah's hated 'Savak' secret polLee inlran. As 
with the death squads in El Salvador, Savak had its torture and assassination techniques 
honed to perfection by the CIA. 

Back in 1974 Victor Marchetti, formerly an Executive Assistant to the Deputy Director 
of the CIA, wrote of the 'New Order' then being planned at Langley headquarters. He 
explained in chilling terms why resignation was his only honourable choice: 

"And there was a diabolical invention that might be called a mi_ni-cannon... There 
were a number of uses for the mini-cannon, one of which was demonstrated to us using 
an old army school bus. It was fastened to the gasoline tank in such a fashion Ithat the 
incendiary projectile would rupture the tank and fling flaming gasoline the length of the 
bus interior, incinerating anyone inside. It was my lot to show the rest of the class how 
easily it could be done. It worked, my God, how it worked. It was, I guess, the 
moment of truth. What did a busload of burning people have to do with freedom? 
What right did I have, in the name of democracy and the CIA, to decide that random 
victims should die? The intellectual game was over. I had to leave." 

THE MIDDLE EAST 
Victor Marchetti resigned before the CIA decided to target the Middle East in its 

attempt to shift prrrnCJY oil production from the Persilln Gulf to th-e Falkland Islands. 
However, eviden.ce the CIA maintained its vicious determination to murder random inno
cent victims by the thousand was soon to be provided ill Ithe Middle East with sickening 
massacres in both Iraq and Kuwait. 

The CIA's first priority was 'putting men on the ground' in the Middle East as 
Intelligence operatives. Desp,ite the sophistication of reconnaissance satellites, there was 
no substitute for human beings $apable of infiltrating a.nd 1JJlgermining foreign govern
ments:-the Agency's normal method of operation. 

From the outset, the CIA recognised two countries in particular woul'd be very difficult 
to undermine easiFy: Iraq and Libya. The Agency infiltrated the Kurdish population in 
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the north of Iraq but failed to gain the influence it needed. 
Sceptical readers should note that all Kurds inside Iraq are now 
known as "Freedom f,ighters" while .their brethren north of the 
border in NATO Turkey are labelled 'Terrorists". 

Th'e governments of Iraq and' Libya had managed to foil dozens 
of CIA attempts aimed not only at infiltration but also at assassi
nating the Iraqi and Libyan heads of state. One CIA report written 
in 1985 referred to a failed attempt to murder Colonel Al Qadhafi, 
stating the hired killers were inefficient. Ex-CIA Deputy Director 
John McMahone echoed the criticism. 

, .. '. ..... .......q..
 

CIA MANIPULATION OF THE MEDIA 
Millions of television viewers watcbed the most damning evi

dence of CIA premeditation but most failed to recognise it. 
Though European troops we.re rushed to the Oulf in out-of-date 
m-fitting desert camouflage, there was no such problem fQr the 
US forces. Despite the fact America has never fought a large
scale desert campaign, nearly a quarter of a million US troops 
arrived in Saudi Arabia wearing well-filting post-Vietnam-pat
tern desert camouflage. Someone somewhere had done a vast 
amount of covert advance planning and purchasing for the 
desert campaign, because no nation on Earth keeps a quarter 
million unifotms on hand for every different climate zone in the 
world. 
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IFrom that point forward, white became black and bJack became 
white---courtesy of the CIA "Psychological & Paramilitary Staff' 
unit operating under the direction of the Deputy Director Plans 
(DDP). For decades the unit has specialised in deception and 
abuse at the psychological level, fitting it perfectly for the role of 
turning both President Hussein and Colonel A~  Qadhafi into 'non
democratic dictators' in the eyes of the West. 

The most memorable (and successful) of the ploys used was to 
tum President Hussein into the man who 'gassed his own Kurds' at 
Halabja. The same devastating images of dead women and chil

dren lying in the streets were shown thou
sands of times on all Western television 
channels, placing President Hussein well 
beyond Western 'rehabilitation' under any 
circumstances. 

Unfortunately the entire exercise was a 
complete lie. The CIA knew very well 
that a February 1990 US An:ny· War 
College report concluded Iraq was not 
responsible for the Halabja attack, stating 
"that it was the Iranian bombardment that 
had actually killed the Kurds". The War 
College flndings were har.-dJy surprising: 
the Kurdish people of Halabja were killed 
by a war gas known as Phosgene used by 
the Iranians but not the Iraqis. Though 

. ..... ,q . '. ;o-,.q Iraq did use war gas on the battlefield, it 
was Mustard, an entirely different chemi

cal which causes death in a visibly different way, enabling US 
Army chemical warfare experts to easily identify the attack as 
Iranian in origin. 

Though many readers may say "So what?", the distinction is 
important in identifying CIA media techniques used to deliberate
ly distort the perception of the Western. public. When the US 
Administration was looking for an excuse to use gro.und forces to 
fmish off the people in Kuwait, Ithe CIA flash.ed a story round the 
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world about Iraqi soldiers ripping newborn Kuwaiti babies out of request out of hand. 
their incubators and throwing them on the floor. As with the When the 'Iraqis retreated from Kuwait, American forces violat-
Kurds of Halabja the story was proved I~otally. false,. tho~gh n?t 'ed mutually agreed cease-fire terms, shooting more people in the 
before US tanks had burled 8.000 IraqI soldIers ahve m their back with radioactive 30 mm Depleted ULanium (Dli) shells than 
hunkers and destroyed balf the ground installations in Kuwait and Adolf Hitler c'ould have imagined in his must vivid dream. 
southern Iraq. Disinformation is critically imponant to the CIA, Unluckily for its human targets, the CIA was out to prove Adolf 
for without it the Agency would be unable to whip up sufficient Hitler a mere simpleton with a strictly limited imagination. 
public outrage to justify its savage attacks. American Fairchild! AlO "Thunderbolt II" ground-att.ack jets 

For an alen Western public there were other indications that criss-crossed the highways of death in Kuwait, spitting radioacl!ive 
neither Presiden.t Hussein nor Colonel Al Qadhafi were dictators 30 mm shells at the rate of 4,200 per minute per aircraft. Anyone 
who habitually murdered their own citizens. If that were the case, left alive after the strafing runs, th>e CIA reasoned, would probably 
there would be no point in both of them training huge numbers of die a terrible death much later from the effects of toxic uranium 
doctors, for doctors cure people-they do not kill. While Saudi poisoning. Over time, the same highly toxic radioactive waste 
Arabia and Great Britain (two of the coalition partners) have only would slowly kill large nurnbers of the civilian l>Opulation in both 
one doctor for every 4,3U and 4,632 people respectively, Iraq has Iraq and Kuwait. Though larger 
one doctor for every 2,303. Colonel Al '. '. ',,: ,'. : .... .. ..... . ,... . .. ,... 0, .... 0... 120 mm DU shells were used by 
Qadhafi has trained a stlmning one d~c- ~~~~{:8i:~\n~;&i~®;~~~tl~~lkj.i~ti~@f'1:1~~r~~~; .. ~~~W,i~~~1~~~i;' bat~le t~s" the US administration 
tor for every 757 people. Facts lIke "'~;~:::Pi+~",;;;:.~¥;;;i""?;::'S::~%~::;§,,;h::e';;?;ii:,'r:·<,,;~i!l$:i;:;~~~i'!iWi'~:i::  claIms only 5,000 of the 120mm 
~ese  were con~ide~ed counter-produc~ ~~s8meane:sp";""l}Wo~:r~:Il:ia:;a9ne~1i.~f version ~ere fired. ...-
Uve to the CIA s alms and were ruth "Y~a,~",.;::~ .• :;";»:::"",:""JP.:;,:~.;,e::.;,::,,,t.::'~:;';';O: "'.··;.w····:,.::: ..::::~.:i';>:;.· There IS only one gun capable of 
lessly suppressed. TiY1~t\iaSt~~mdbijt'.6.n¢o.vert:j:a.dvahc~E~~~;~ hring the special high-velocity

• • • &: '·:i:(:~,:,",,:-:···,·,·-~¥~,,-';";···t>·... " - :.~.,  :~ .. d':' .:,;N':",\."Y, '9("-:~'_'~_'-"  .:;;';' -,..;/,&(I.f. )}

Boosted by CIA hes and ~slJlforma- :,,<"('an";);:;:n';');':';;:l;>"'o»": ":"'d~;:"u');'r':'''c}; h'·a'·..·s"···n·}·'tf·'o':<:'r';";(::;'e;:i;i} radioactive 30 mm DU shells: the.. 
ti?n, .the Bush Administr~t!on  pus~ed  ~~~1:Qh:,:~,{,::.Jy,~~~y.,;~'.!p~,~~:;,:,*,·,:;:~{:~:9.~:~i~  ,1!1~:i,::U~  GAt!-8A seven-barr.el ..Ave~ger" 

WIIJ:! mdece~t haste for ~Illhtary action ~jifft~;i.Q~§~i't~an;}p~.lgn.nlj~g~YS.ejnQ0@{{~ Gatlmg cannon, specIally deSIgned
agamst PreSIdent Hussem. After suc- !1lr~f'-';Oi~"".V;:"':""·':·";::';;"":·'C" k;:;Z"":"8',,:.···$.,,;".;';;{;~·, .. ;,·,:::;'''~~~i for the Thunderbolt. Even at a 
ces.sfully ~pp~ying  ~ressure  ~o  the ~;@::n~!I:~Pig,Qi;~~·!~!!~<t,;~.~P~;~~:JtH~t!~.t>.::~;  range of two miles, the 30'~ DU 
United Na~l?ns  ~ecurlty  Co~cI1,  the f'~>··lIr6h(u·OifoHris·6'n~barm·'foiVeV'er~·'J shells are kno.wn, to be travelli!1~ at

~~~b~~~n~it:~~~h~~e:~t;~s oS:~~I; i~\tdWfei¢ht~tliii;t~zQhetiHl~he:J~~l ~a~~s~::r ~~~ ~~~~:a~f ~I~~~
 

Instead of the forces occupymg Kuwalt.;<,·':;;~~".:',:":<"-'::H~~~,'!!' .•.. "/...,.",:;,.. ,.;."",,-:."d~'l,,;.,,J~"'::<$~~'!!~ lion foot-pounds of energy With 

~~~~ro~~~~~ 7°ia~~r;~ef?9tr~n: !~~S~ ;~I~'li~~~lli!r-f~~~~f~~~]i~':'~~~~I'~'6'ti~ :~a~J~r~:o~;~t~t~~~e~~~:; ~~
 

Fl i 7As flew out of Khamls Mushalt m :;;:;' .m.:~.' ':':!;<l1:i)~::(F::':,;i,,¥:;'''' .1;0:+:;, ,::,., ;~, ~ '<.. ~<.:{ " one pIece mos~ explodmg mto ura
s'outhern Saudi Arabia to start the'::;':""""'<' .::;'.;",·:·:H;:'~·<';;v':~,:l;,.;  "'*. '~"<''''a .~.",jL: .,.'-'.,,, nium dust which was strewn far and 
killing in Baghdad. The 'black' stealth wide across the land. 
bombers we~e  to fly a tota~  of 1~2?  1 missions in Less than s.ix The awesome Avenger Gatling is capable of firing depleted ura
weeks, droppmg more than five mIlhon pounds of bombs on pop- niurn at the rate of nearly 12 tonnes per minute per gun. Small 
ulated areas. wonder the US administration ,remains acutely anxious that the 

The ,total bombardment was awesome and sickening: 88,000 total number of 30 mm DU shells fired should remain 
tons of bombs, 97% of which flew wide of their wgets, ripping "Classified". 
more than 70,000 innocent women and children to bloody shreds 
and maiming countless thousands more. Sadly, the Iraqi dead THE Oil MEN TAKE CONTROL 
were merely a sideshow for the primary CIA objective of control- Shortly after driving the Iraqi forces out of Kuwait, the 
ling world oiLreserves on a permanent basis. American government handed total control of Kuwaiti oil opera-

Around 16 February 1991, American AV8H Harrier ground- ti~n~  to Bechtel Corporation-an Am~rican  multinational giant 
attack jets started flying with wing-mounted napalm pods. Less orIgmally founded by CIA D~puty  DlreC!Or Joh~ Mc~ahone. 

than a week later, on 22 February President Bush accused Iraqi Former Bechtel corporate presl~ents  and VIce preSIdents mcl~de 

forces of lighting 140-plus oil wells in Kuwait. If the Iraqi forces George Schultz and.Caspa: Wemberger. It ~~s  an odd ch~Ice.  

had done so, they managed it while under continual attack by Bechtel excels cHIefly I.n the area of CIvil c~nstructlon.  

about 2,500 coalition aircraft-an act of crass stupidity or O\1t- ~nfort.una~ly the problem It f~ced was 'upstream' o~ technology 
standing bLavery in the face of smpefyiDg Ame.rican firepower. mvolvmg oil well blowouts ragmg at up to 11,000 p.s.l. 

Somehow the Western media missed the point ,that napalm B~  June 1~91 the coordinator o~  the well-control te~ms,  T.B. 
burns at a temperature high enough to melt .the side-pipes on oil, O'Bnen of MIdland, Texas, com~lamed of Bechtel slOWIng. do~n 

well-heads and is capable of setting fire to the crude oil which the rate of darn~ge  control by gomg thro,ugh a long sl?w bldd~g  

then blasts <Yut under high pressure. M<Yst of the public also proces~  for equIpment that could '?c had off the shelf m DubaI, a 
remained unaware that CIA pilots are cross-trained! to fly a large shon dIstance away down the PersIan Gulf. 
variety of both military and civilian aircraft. During this precise "In the meantime, about US$40 million to U5$50 million in oill 
period! Kuwaiti Air Force pilots were grounded in Saudi Arabia on burns a day, but nobody looks at that," Mr O'Brien said. "These 
the orders of the American Commander in Chief. things are not an emergency to them." 

It is left to the reader to speculate why the US High Command After months of increasing pressure from world environmental-
ensured that no native Kuwaiti pilot be all.owed to fly over his own ists about the smoke then circling the globe at high altitude, there 
oil fields during this specific phase of the operation. was an apparent acceleration in well control efforts. On 6 

Within 24 hours of tbe Bush accusation, the Iraqi governm~nt November 199.1,. Sheikh ~abir-al'Ahmad  al-Jabir al Sabah was 
denied setting fire Ito the oil wells and urgently called on the shown 0!1 teleVISIon thr?wmg a lever that put out the. last o~ the 
United Nations Security CounciM w send a team to "investigate the fires wh:ch had raged smce Februil!Y' It was ~ pu~hc rel~uons 

destruction of non-military installations in Kuwait"-a curious masterpIece a~d  most worl~  envlronment~hsts  Immediately 
response from the Iraqi government if h was guilty of the alleged stopped worrying about pos.sI~le  global ~nvlronm~ntal  effects. 
crime. The American-dominated Security Council dismissed the They were wrong to stop worrymg, for thelT worst rughtmares are 
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reverse gear, dropping from 4,600+ down to 1,600 in less than 
nine months from late 1982 to mid-1983. For the oil industry it 
was a total nightmare with drilling contractors going broke 
overnight, while hundreds of multimillion-dollar oil rigs sat quiet
Ily rusting in the deserts and mountains. 

If evidence was ever needed proving the·size (and danger) of the 
Falklands reserves, this was it: the nations of the Middle East 
flooding world markets with crude oil from massive over-produc
tion, and halving their own revenues in order to halt western 
moves to exploit the massive South Atlantic oil fields. The size of 
the catastrophe for the weSlern oil multinationals was barely 
noticed by members of the public, who responded with ill-con
cealed glee to cheaper petrol prices at the pumps. 

Vast oil reserves in the South Atlantic, initially merely tempt-. 
ing, soon became a strategic imperative in the minds of the west
ern oil multinationals, frustrated by their continued inability to 
raise world oil prices. Reducing Middle East production to earlier, 
much lower levels was the only way to achieve the objectiv~. but 
how c.ould it possibly be done? After all, the Arab co_un.tries might 
object to any production controls placed on them. Personnel at 
CIA headquarters in kangley went to work eagerly searc;:hing for 
the solution. 

And sO it W.l}S that a mere ten years after the Falklands seismic. 
survey of 1981, the flreflghters walked away from still-smoking 
oill well-heads, lea:ving behind them two shattered Arab oil-pro
ducing nations: Kuwait and Iraq. Not bad for a first strike. 

LIBYA IS NEXT 
Combined Mab output befo.re 

the Iraqi slaughte.r b_egan was 
about 13.17 million barrels per 
day, excluding Iran. Within 40 
days both Kuwait and Iraq had 
stopped production completely, 
theoretically reducing the daily 
output by 4.36 million barrels, or 
33% of balancedl Arab oil output. 

The world barely noticed as 
Saudi Arabia took up the slack and 
increased output to compensate for 
lost Kuwaiti and Iraqi production 
capability. The CIA strategic 
planners noticed though. What 
they had done was reduce thc 
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eliminate Libya there would be 
another fall of 1.36 million barrels per day, creating;! further drop 
in balanced Arab oil output equalling 10.3%. With all three coun
tries wiped out, the total drop would be more than 43%-nearly 
half of the total. The three other Arab produc.ing countries consid
ered to be 'friendly' to the US administration could be left for 
treatment at a later date, a,s could Iran. 

CONNlNG THE GREENIES 
The masseS of environmental scientists who swarmed to the 

Gulf to examine the carnage were skillfully shown slick damage -in 
tbe Gulf, mines on the beach at Kuwait, smoke in the sky and 
some low pressure blowouts in the Burgan field. None, including 
Greenpeace, was allowed to 'stray' into the real problem areas to 
the north of Kuwait city, or the areas of southern Iraq subjected to 
carpet-bombing by American 852 heavy bombers from Diego 
Garcia in the Indian Ocean. 

Blowout pressures in the north were up to ten times as high as 
those in Burgan field-a very good reason for keeping unwanted 
spectators away. John McManone's old company, Bechtel, subtly 
directed the flow of traffic away from the 'dangerous' areas. Huge 

Continued on page 72 
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THE CIA AND THE GLOBAL OIL CONSPIRACY� 

lakes of crude oil, no longer burning to 
atmosphere, incre.ased in size to the point 
where some roads were impassable. 

Within days of Sheikh Jabir-al'Ahmad 
al-Jabir al Sabah throwing the lever that 
'capped' the last of the burning wells, the 
British World Conservation Monitoring 
Centre commented on the blowing wells 
the media camera.s somehow missed: 
"Burning wells cause less pollution damage 
than non-burning gushers." 

It was a factual statement, entirely accu
rate but understating the case. When an oil 
well blows out die primary task is to stop 
the flow of oil from the underground reser
voir. Most wells that blowout but fail to 
light spontaneously are lit as quickly as 
possible by well-control specialists, ,in 
order to keep the volatile oil and explosive 
gas away from workers in the immediate 
area. Failure to light the well swiftly can 
lead to a situation where lakes of oil 
entrained with explosive gas pose a deadly 
risk for the well-control specialists them
selves. 

How were the specialists to control rogue 
wells surrounded by huge oil lakes, grow
ing larger all the time as they were continu
ally fed with more underground oil and 

----~-_._~-

gas? The British New Scientist of 9 
November 1991 painted a grim picture of 
the massive problem the environmentalists 
had chosen to forget: 

"The lakes vary in size and depth but are 
usually no more than a metre deep. In 
the northern oi/fields, small lakes Ihave 
Irun together to form rivers that stretch for 
many kilometres." 
Horrifying stuff, and it got worse. 

Middle East contacts advised that one of 
the Fakes measured about 8 kilometres by 5 
but was 'only' about a metre deep. Only? 
The ,capacity of that lake alone to a depth 
of one metre is 230 million barrels. How 
many lakes are left, what is their combined 
capacity 'and how many rogue wells are 
still feeding them? Alas, the CIA and NSA 
are being coy and sitting on the satellite 
images so details may be withheld until a 
complete cure is impossible. One thing is 
certain: the western public will never be 
told the truth. 

THE HUMAN PRICE OF OIL 
From the CIA viewpoint Kuwait and Iraq 

were oil cripples, with savage sanctions 
'punishing' the entire civilian population of 
Iraq by slowly starving women and chil
dren to death, while deadly toxic uranium 
dust worked even more slowly in the south 

of Iraq and in Kuwait Put simply, the CIA 
was responsible for the clearest case of 
genocide since Pol Pot butchered more 
than a million unarmed civilians in 
Cambodia during the I 970s. 

Next the CIA turned the United Nations 
Security COUllcil through about five points 
of the compass and pointed it at Libya. 
The third card in the deck was scheduled to 
fall before the November American presi
dential election. That way there would be a 
double bonus with decreased Arab produc
tion and more 'gung-ho' votes for the hawk
ish extremists. President Bush was starting 
to need votes badly. During the US slaugh
ter of 70,000 innocent Iraqi, women and 
children, his popularity rating rose as high 
-as 90% but the glitter and glory was fast 
wearing off as decent Americans became 
aware of the tragic events in the Middle 
East. 

Once again the tall, urbane Thomas 
Reeve Pickering went about his job with 
astonishing vigour, drumming up support 
for full-blown sanctions after failing to 
convince Libya that it should illegally hand 
over its citizens for a 'fair' trial in America 
or Scotland on the accusation of bombing 
Pan Am 103. Seemingly the Western intd
ligence agencies had suddenly found criti
cal evidence that Libya, rather than new 
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Continued from page 72 

coalition partner Syria, was responsible for 
the outrage. The Security Council was 
stretching rhe pubHc's imagination to 
breaking point. 

There is a very strong possibility neit.h~ 

Libya nor Syria was directly responsible 
for the dowILing of Pan Am 103. The tim
ing of the crash indicates it may have been 
an Iranian order that sent Flight 103 earth
wards after the downing of an Iranian 
Airbus, carrying a full load of women and 
children, by the USS Vincennes. 

At the time of the Airbus crash th:e US 
Navy forgot to explain to the media that 
even if surface-to-3lr missiles are fIred by 
mistake, everyone of them ,has a 'self
destruct' charge that can loe detonated by 
remote controE in a split second. No expla
nation was offered as to why the missiles 
were not detonated long before they struck 
the Airhus. The Iranians must have Qeen 
upset by the slaughter of their innocent 
women and children, and by the presenta
tion of a special medal ItO the captain of the 
USS Vincennes by President Bush. 

The Security Council, in its haste, com
pletely ignored such trifling matters and 
pressed ahead with its charges against 

Libya. Once again using 'the electronic 
media to maximum effect, Ubya was 'slow
ly but surely turned into a 'guilty terrorist 
sU!,te' in the eyes of ~e  television viewers. 
No matter the entirely correct procedures 
that Libya used to respond in tenns of 
international law: the Security Council 
was going to 'punish' the country and its 
leader-just as the US had in Il986 on a 
trumped-up 'Charge when it bombed Tripoli 
and Benghazi, leaving trails of murdered 
women and children strewn across both 
cities. 

Apparently the 1986 sneak attack did not 
do enough damage in the eyes of Comte de 
JMarenches, then head of the SDECE, the 
french version of the CIA. The Count 
berated the Americans for their ineffIciency 
with staggering simpHcity and arrogance: 
"Why, instead of killing a few women and 
children, did they not bomb the oilfields?" 

Examining the massive levels of bomb 
damage and toxic uranium dust in Kuwait 
and Iraq, it seems entirely possible the CIA 
took the Count's rebuke to heart and was 
trying to atone for its 1986 'fai~ure'  in 
Libya. Worse still were grim pronounce
ments from the Security Council that "the 
use of force against Libya has not been 
ruled out". 

The threat was obvious: ano_ther '88,000 
tons of bombs with an accuracy of 3%, 
more than 70,000 dead innoce.nt Wbyan 
women and children, total destrucJion of 
the Libyan civilian infrastructure, plus star
vation and death through s_avage sanc
tions-a hi-gh price to pay for following 
international law to the letter as Libya 
undoubtedly had. 

As with most ideas hatched by psychotic 
megalomaniacs wishing to control ~he,  

world by force, the Falklands game plan 
came unstuck. The CIA managed the mas
sacre stages quite well (it 'always does) but 
flunked on the oil price increase neede4 for 
an effective transfer .from MiddLe 'East to 
Falkland.s crude oil. Although it was open
ly reported on 7 December 1991 that 
British Petroleum, Shell and Occidental 
were expected "to bid for rights" in the 
Falklands, the oil price was already unsta
ble again. 

'foo few people realise ~ust how danger
ous the CIA really is. If the Falklands sce· 
nario ever came to pass it would be the 
Western public who would ultimately have 
to bite the bullet, paying massive prices for 
Falklands crude oil ID order to please an 
out-of-control US intelligence agency that 
is accountabie to no one including Ithe 
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President of the United States. 
Nor would the environmentalists fare 

well. The FJUjdands lie in one of the most 
environmentally sensitive and unspoiled 
areas of the globe. The South Atlantic is 
an extremely dangerous place to drill, with 
complete exposure to huge swells from the 
Southern Ocean and no shelter at aBo 
There is no doubt that weather alone would 
easily exceed the structural design limits of 
all but the most sophisticatedl state-of-the
art offshore drilling rigs. The level of dev
astation created by ,the oil multinationals 
operating completely outside the scrutiny 
of environmentd watchdogs lilce 
Greenpeace would be obscene in its totali
,ty. Who could possibly afford aircraft with 
the range to keep an eye on Ithem? The 
simple answer is no one could. 

During ,the last two years Kuwait has 
managed to produce a little oil, Iraq has 
exported some through Turkey, and certain 
European countries have so far managed to 
stop an all-out oil embargo against Libya. 
Overall, these factors have helped to push 
oil prices substantially lower than they 
were just after the destruction of Iraq MIi 
its people during 1991-certainly to the 
point wh~re  large-scale exploration of the 

Falklands continental shelf would be a very 
bigh-risk financial venlwe. 

Just how long that situation will last is 
uncertain, with the US now once more 
pushing hard for an oil embargo against 
Libya-an objective it will continue to 
struggle to achieve because the Falklands 
crude oil is a prize too heady to leave alone 
forever. In the years to come, the CIA 
might lose patience and start sending out 
'friendly' probes towards Argentina. 
Exploration of the shelf from the Argentine 
mainland would cost much 'less, and would 
allow the US oil multinationals direct 
access without having to bother too much 
about junior parmer Britain. 

It has long been recognised the QA has 
a considerable amount of blood on its 
hands, but never more_so than now. Bilck 
in 1963 President John F. Kennedy 
acknowledged 'the dangers and vowed to 
"shatter the CJ!A into a thousand different 
pieces.;' Before the end of that year one of 
,the greatest of all American presidents lay 
dead, the back of his head blown off by a 
high-velocity bullet fired ~y a marksman 
positioned ahead of his limQusine. 

Perhaps there is an American citizen out 
there with the sheer determination and 
resolve to complete what President John F. 
Kennedy vowed to do in 1963. 00 
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